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Reviewer #1: 

The manuscript is about the influence of the secondary aerosol (SA) formation on the CCN activity 
based on a measurement campaign done on the North China Plane. The topic is very interesting, I 
would very much like to see a thorough study on it to get published. However, as the manuscript is now 
prepared, I have doubts about its quality, and in this form I cannot recommend it to be published in 
ACP. It needs a serious and thorough rework based on the referees’ comments before it can be 
considered to be published. Please find my comments and remarks in the following. 

Response: Thanks for your comments. Suggestions and comments are addressed point-by-point and 
corresponding responses are listed below. 

 

General comments: 

1. Too few events were analyzed in my opinion, to see whether really the change in RH cause a different 
CCN behavior. For such a study, more data would be needed than two short events for the high RH 
period and a single event for the low RH period. At least use as many days for the data analysis as 
possible from this data set. For me, it looks like that you have chosen your RH criteria such, that only 
those days are included that you want to analyze even if there would be the possibility to include many 
more days when the RH was high or low. E.g. why don’t you use 14th of December as a low RH event? 
Either use almost all the days with higher RH and lower RH for this comparison or do not do this low 
and high RH separation at all. Compare the campaign averages before and after the 4th of December, 
something like you show in Fig. S2. As it is presented now, I am not convinced, that there is a significant 
difference between the low and high RH cases based on a solely 3 events. What if during the single 
low RH event something else than the RH caused the difference in the CCN activity? How can you be 
sure, that the RH is responsible? 

Response: Thanks for your comments.  

Regarding this study, the statement that RH caused variations of CCN behavior is inaccurate, 
which may be due to some misleading statements in the original manuscript. In this study, our main 
point is that different SA formations during high RH and low RH environments are responsible for the 
variations of CCN activity. The “high (or low) RH events” is used to refer to the SA formation events 
under high (or low) RH conditions for convivence. As reported by Kuang et al., (2020), SA formation 
mechanisms and the corresponding influence on PNSD and particle chemical compositions are 
different during periods with different RH conditions. Thus, we investigated the variations of CCN 
activity measured during the same campaign and found that different SA formations can largely 
influence CCN activity due to variations of PNSD and particle chemical compositions. The misleading 
statements in the manuscript have been revised accordingly:  

1. After the first sentence in Sec. 3.2. (discussing the Fig. 2), a description has been added as “To 
be noted, the “high (or low) RH events” is used to refer to the SA formation events under high (or low) 
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RH conditions for convivence, and it doesn’t mean that RH caused variations of CCN behavior.”  

2. The first sentence of the second paragraph in Sec. 3.2 (discussing the Fig. 3a) has been revised 
as “In Figs. 3a, detailed comparison of particle CCN activity during SA formation events of NCCN 
enhancements under different RH conditions are shown as the variations of SPAR curves.” 

3. The second sentence of the second paragraph in Sec. 3.3 (discussing the Fig. 5) has been revised 
as “In former discussions, CCN activity (indicated by SPAR) revealed significant diurnal variations 
during this campaign, which were different during SA formations under distinct RH conditions.” 

4. The first sentence of the last paragraph in Sec. 3.3 (the summary of this section) has been revised 
as “In summary, MAF exhibited strong diurnal variation that varied under different RH conditions due 
to different SA formation mechanisms, which …” 

Following the reviewer’s suggestion, the entire measurement period is split into a higher RH and 
lower RH parts, and the CCN activity and other measured parameters are compared (Figs. 2 (1a-1d) 
and (2a-2d)). Another low-RH episode (13rd Dec-15th Dec) has been also added (Fig. 2(6a-6d)). As can 
be seen in the revised Fig. 2, different variations of SPAR to SA formations can be found during the 
periods with different RH conditions. The variations of SPAR, GF-PDF and mass fraction of particle 
chemical compositions during the periods of high (or low) RH conditions were similar but less 
significant, as those during high-RH events 1 and 2 (or low-RH events 3 and 4). The four specific 
events (adding the 14th Dec as an events under low RH conditions) with significant variations of CCN 
activity during SA formation are analyzed as examples. These events were chosen based on not only 
the RH but also the enhancement of SA. During event 3, the wind speed was generally low, the RH 
followed a general diurnal variations and SA mass grew steadily and continuously. Thus the 
interference of the variations of air mass and short-term local emissions can be eliminated and the 
influence of SA formation can be highlighted. While for event 4 (14th Dec), the increase of SA mass 
concentration was not so significant during the daytime and the windspeed was higher, suggesting 
stronger influence of other factors and less significant influence of SA formation. We have added 
corresponding discussion into the first paragraph of section 3.2 as follow: 

“The diurnal averages of PNSD, SPAR at SS of 0.05%, GF-PDF for 200 nm particle and mass 
fraction of particle chemical compositions during high RH periods before 4th Dec, low RH periods 
after 4th Dec and the four events are shown in Fig. 2, respectively. To be noted, … CCN behavior. As 
can be seen in Figs. 2 (1b) and (2b), different variations of SPAR due to SA formations can be found 
during the periods with different RH conditions. The average diurnal variations of these parameters 
for the entire high RH stage and low RH stage as shown in Figs. 2 (1a-1d) and (2a-2d) revealed similar 
but more smoothed variations as in the four selected events. The four events are discussed and 
intercompared in the following to magnify the differences under distinct RH conditions.” 

We have also added corresponding choosing criteria for the events into the section 3.1 as follow: 

“These events were selected based on the similarity of PM2.5 concentration and evolution, while 
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the time window was fixed to two days for the convenience of intercomparing. In addition, during these 
events, the wind speed was generally low, the RH followed a general diurnal variations and SA mass 
grew steadily and continuously. Thus the interference of the variations of air mass and short-term local 
emissions can be eliminated and the influence of SA formation can be highlighted.” 

In addition, we have also revised Fig. 1 (shown later in comment 2), 3 and 4 (shown below) 
accordingly, and the corresponding results in these figures are still valid. And as mentioned later in 
comment 2, variations of CCN activity at SSs of 0.07% and 0.2% during SA formation events including 
event 4 are also shown in Fig. S2 in the supplements.  

 

Fig 2. Diurnal variation of (a) PNSD, (b) SPAR at SS of 0.05%, (c) GF-PDF at 200nm and (d) mass fraction of 
different PM2.5 chemical species during high RH periods before 4th Dec (1), low RH periods after 4th Dec (2) and the 
four events (3-6), including OA factors: hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), cooking OA (COA), biomass burning OA 
(BBOA), coal combustion OA (CCOA), and oxygenated OA (OOA). 
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Fig 3. (a) The averages of SPAR curves at SS of 0.05% in three different time periods (blue: 0:00-8:00; green: 8:00-
12:00; red: 12:00-16:00) during high (squares with solid line, event 1 and 2) and low (dots with dashed line, event 3 
and 4) RH events. Diurnal variation of (b) Da and (c) MAF under high (blue) and low (yellow) RH conditions. The 
blue, green and red shades correspond to with the three periods in (a & d). Error bars indicate the standard 
deviations of data. 

 

Fig 4. During different RH events (1: event 1 and 2; 2: event 3 and 4), the average diurnal variation of (a) the ratios 
between particle mass concentration (dots with solid lines; blue: NR-PM2.5; yellow: PM2.5 SA; green: PM2.5 PA) 
and CO concentration, and the ratio between NCCN at SS of 0.05% and CO concentration (squares with solid line); 
(b) the ratios between particle volume concentration (Vconc) of different particle size range (indicated by colors) 
and CO concentration; (c) the ratios between NCCN of different particle size range at SS of 0.05% (indicated by 
colors) and CO concentration; (d) the ratios between particle number concentration (Nconc) of different particle 
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size range (indicated by colors) and CO concentration; (e) SPAR of different particle size range (indicated by colors); 
(f) the ratios between NCCN at SS of 0.05% (black: bulk NCCN; yellow: NCCN with particle size larger than 300nm; 
blue: NCCN with particle size smaller than 300nm) and mass concentration of NR-PM2.5 SA and the ratios between 
NCCN and mass concentration of NR-PM2.5 (dashed lines). 

 

2. Why do you only show the results at SS=0.05% when you have measured at 5 different SSs? Please 
show all the supersaturations you have measured. You could generally try to speculate a little bit less 
in the paper and at the same time show more important data, if you are afraid, that the paper will be 
too long. I know that you have mentioned, that you would like to focus on the low SS case, but you 
have still two other measured SSs smaller or equal then your upper limit of SS of interest (0.2%). 
Please at least include them in this paper. It would be nice to see whether SA formation have an effect 
on the CCN activity at those higher SSs as well or not. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestions. We have added the variations of CCN number 
concentration at the five measured SSs into Fig. 1, the variations of SPAR and the ratios between CCN 
number concentration and PM2.5 at SS of 0.07% and 0.2% in Fig. S1 and the diurnal variations of 
SPAR at SS of 0.07% and 0.2% in Fig. S2, as follow: 

 

Fig 1. Overview of the measurements during the campaign: (a) dots represent wind speed with color indicating wind 
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direction, and black lines represent RH; (b) SPAR under SS of 0.05%; (c) blue, green and yellow dots represent 
NCCN under SS of 0.05% and 0.07%, and mass concentration of NR-PM2.5, respectively; (d) blue, green and yellow 
dots represent NCCN under SS of 0.2%, 0.44% and 0.81%, respectively; (e) blue and yellow dots represent mass 
concentration of PM2.5 PA and PM2.5 SA respectively; (f) blue and yellow dots represent ratio between NCCN and 
mass concentration of NR-PM2.5 and PM2.5 SA, respectively. There were four events with significant enhancements 
of NCCN during the blue shaded periods. 

As the Fig. 1 shows, the variations of NCCN at 0.07% were similar to those at 0.05%, which 
follow the variations of SA mass concentration, while the variations of NCCN at SSs higher than 0.4% 
were different from the variations of SA mass concentration, especially under high RH conditions. 
This suggests that the variations of CCN activity at SSs higher than 0.4% are not influenced by SA 
formation, probably due to the particle size where SA formation occurs is much larger than those 
dominant on CCN activity for SSs higher than 0.4%. We have added these discussion into section 3.1 
as follow: 

“It should be noted that variations of NCCN at 0.07% were similar to those at 0.05%, which 
followed the variations of SA mass concentration. While at higher SSs, the variations of NCCN differed 
from those of SA mass concentration, especially under high RH conditions, suggesting different 
responses of CCN activity towards distinct SA formation processes.” 
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Fig S1. Overview of the measurements during the campaign: (a) dots represent wind speed with color indicating 
wind direction, and black lines represent RH; (b) SPAR under SS of 0.07%; (c) SPAR under SS of 0.2%; (d) blue, 
green and yellow dots represent NCCN under SS of 0.07% and 0.2%, and mass concentration of NR-PM2.5, 
respectively; (e) blue and yellow dots represent mass concentration of PM2.5 PA and PM2.5 SA respectively; (f) blue 
and yellow dots represent ratio between NCCN under SS of 0.07% and mass concentration of NR-PM2.5 and PM2.5 
SA, respectively, (g) blue and yellow dots represent ratio between NCCN under SS of 0.2% and mass concentration 
of NR-PM2.5 and PM2.5 SA, respectively. There were four events with significant enhancements of NCCN during 
the blue shaded periods. 
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Fig S2. Diurnal variation of (a) PNSD, (b) SPAR at SS of 0.07%, (c) GF-PDF at 150nm, (d) SPAR at SS of 0.2%, (e) 
GF-PDF at 100nm and (f) mass fraction of different PM2.5 chemical species during high RH periods before 4th Dec 
(1) low RH periods after 4th Dec (2) and the four events (3-6), including OA factors: hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), 
cooking OA (COA), biomass burning OA (BBOA), coal combustion OA (CCOA), and oxygenated OA (OOA). 

And as shown in Figs. S1 and S2, the variations of SPAR and NCCN/PM at SS of 0.07% are 
similar but lighter, compared with those at SS of 0.05%. While for SS of 0.2%, the difference of SPAR 
between different periods or events are smaller (Fig. S1), and so did the diurnal variations of SPAR 
and GF-PDF at particle size of 100nm (Fig. S2). Because CCN activity at SS of 0.2% was strong 
enough (indicated by SPAR value close to 1) in particle size range where the SA formation dominates, 
and thus the different SA formations under high or low RH conditions cannot lead to significant 
variations of CCN activity at SS of 0.2%. In summary, based on CCN measurements in this study, the 
RH-dependent influence of SA formation on CCN activity can be found obviously at SSs of 0.05% 
and 0.07%. As the variations of CCN activity at SS of 0.07% were quite similar to those at SS of 0.05, 
further analysis was only based on CCN activity at SS of 0.05%. We have added a paragraph of these 
discussions after the first paragraph of section 3.2 (discussing Fig. 2) as follow: 
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“Besides SS of 0.05%, variations of SPAR at SSs of 0.07% and 0.2% are also shown in Figs. S1 
and S2 in the supplement. And as shown in Figs. S1 and S2, the variations of SPAR and NCCN/PM at 
SS of 0.07% are similar but lighter, compared with those at SS of 0.05%. While for SS of 0.2%, the 
difference of SPAR between different periods or events are smaller (Fig. S1), and so did the diurnal 
variations of SPAR and GF-PDF at particle size of 100nm (Fig. S2). Because CCN activity at SS of 
0.2% was strong enough (indicated by SPAR value close to 1) in particle size range where the SA 
formation dominates, and thus the different SA formations under high or low RH conditions cannot 
lead to significant variations of CCN activity at SS of 0.2%. In summary, based on CCN measurements 
in this study, the RH-dependent influence of SA formation on CCN activity can be found obviously at 
SSs of 0.05% and 0.07%. As the variations of CCN activity at SS of 0.07% were quite similar to those 
at SS of 0.05, further analysis was only based on CCN activity at SS of 0.05%.” 

 

3. At many parts of the paper, the MAF (maximum activated fraction) parameter appears (together 
with a single sigmoid fit) and is used for the fraction of the hygroscopic particles. As I mention later 
in the detailed comments, this parameterization/fit can only be used in certain cases. You should 
include a discussion and provide information on how well this fit could be used for your data. And 
dependent on the SS set in the CCNC, the MAF you present has a different meaning. You only show 
measurements at SS=0.05%, at this SS and with the highest considered dry diameter of 300nm, this 
MAF has the meaning of the fraction of the particles having a kappa at least approx. 0.22, far far away 
from non-hygroscopic. 1/3 AS and 2/3 BC would have such a kappa. Use MAF accordingly, and 
correctly! And I would need proof that this fitting method can be used for your data at any time during 
the campaign. For the 0.05% case, it assumes that there are no particle present around the kappa of 
0.22, just a population with much higher kappa and a population with significantly lower kappa. Was 
it the case for the whole measurement period? If there will be other SSs included in the paper following 
my suggestion, then please check and show what the MAF would mean at that SS, like e.g. at 0.2% 
and maximum diameter of 300nm, the MAF would be the fraction of the particles having a kappa 
higher than approx. 0.013. Or a much better choice would be doing such a fit until a constant kappa 
at different SSs which would mean different maximal fit diameters. That would have a more useful 
meaning. Like the fraction of the particles having a hygroscopicity below kappa 0.1. That would mean 
that you have to use the measurements until a higher diameter than 300nm (approx. 390nm) at SS=0.05% 
which you did not include because of having too much noise. But that problem could be solved 
following another one of my previous suggestions and using more data and doing some time averaging. 
You have many choices, choose something which you like, but it is very confusing right now, and this 
MAF, as calculated now, is not representative for the fraction of the non-hygroscopic particles. 

Response: Thanks for your comment.  

We agree that the meaning of MAF can be different regard to the SS and the MAF fitting for SPAR 
at SS of 0.05% with the highest dry diameter of 300nm cannot represent the non-hygroscopic particles. 
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Also, it’s certainly not true that there are no particle present around the kappa of 0.22, and just a 
population with much higher kappa and a population with significantly lower kappa during this 
campaign. In order to represent particle hygroscopicity (kappa) of about 0.1 at SS of 0.05%, SPAR 
measurement up to about 400nm is needed. We have added the description about this source of 
uncertainty for SPAR fitting in the methodology:  

1. In the second paragraph of section 2.1.2 (description of DMA-CCNC), we have added a 
sentence as “In order to characterize the variations of particles with low hygroscopicity of about 0.1, 
SPAR measurement up to about 400nm is used at 0.05% SS.” 

2. After the first paragraph of section 2.2.4 (description of SPAR fitting), we have added a sentence 
as “To be noted, the meaning of MAF can be different regard to the SS, and SPAR measurement up to 
about 400nm is needed for the MAF fitting for SPAR at SS of 0.05% to represent the particles with 
kappa higher than 0.1.” 

In addition, we have also improved the fitting of MAF by extending the upper size limit of SPAR 
to about 400 nm, which corresponds to kappa of about 0.1 at SS of 0.05%, and obtain new fitting 
parameters, as shown in Fig. R1 below. Compared with original parameters, new MAF and Da are 
both higher, especially at SSs of 0.05%. 
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Fig R1. SPAR and the corresponding fitting parameters of MAF and Da for the original (red) and the expanded 
particle size ranges (green) at the five measured SSs. The vertical red and green lines indicate the original Da and 
the new Da, respectively. The vertical black line indicates the particle size of 300nm. 

Furthermore, we have revised the corresponding parts related to SPAR fitting parameters, 
including Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7, as shown below. As the temporal variations of SPAR fitting parameters 
can be expected to be affected little by extending the upper limit of particle size, the diurnal variations 
of SPAR and its fitting parameters are changed a little bit but the conclusions in Fig. 3 are still valid. 
In Fig. 5, diurnal variations of the ratios between calculated NCCN and measured NCCN are stronger 
and the standard deviations are higher. These strong diurnal variations and larger deviations are 
because both the fitting parameters of MAF and their difference from the campaign averaged MAF 
become larger. In Figs. 6 and 7, there are difference of MAR_SPAR and the corresponding calculated 
NCCN (based on MFSA and NFhygro) by expanding the size range of SPAR. As the Figs. 6c and 7c show, 
the calculated NCCN become lower, which is mainly due to the higher values of new Da shown in Fig. 
R1. Thus, compared with the original results, correlation in Figs. 6b, 6c, 7b and 7c become a little 
worse (the slopes of the correlation decrease from about 0.99 to 0.89). Nevertheless, as in particle size 
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range larger than 400nm, the PNSDs are low and the resultant influence on NCCN are small, the 
conclusions in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are still valid. 

 

Fig 3. (a) The averages of SPAR curves at SS of 0.05% in three different time periods (blue: 0:00-8:00; green: 8:00-
12:00; red: 12:00-16:00) during high (squares with solid line) and low (dots with dashed line) RH events. Diurnal 
variation of (b) Da and (c) MAF under high (blue) and low (yellow) RH conditions. The blue, green and red shades 
correspond to with the three periods in (a & d). Error bars indicate the standard deviations of data. 

 

Fig 5. (a) The averaged SPAR during the campaign (green scatters), the corresponding fitting curve (green line) and 
the averaged fitting parameters (dotted line for Da and dashed line for MAF). The blue and yellow shaded areas 
represent the variations of SPAR before 4th Dec and after 4th Dec, respectively. The ratio between calculated NCCN 
and measured NCCN under (b) before 4th Dec and (c) after 4th Dec. Bars represent one standard deviation and 
colors represent different calculation of SPAR curves: green represent average SPAR during the campaign 
(AvgSPAR), yellow represent SPAR calculated with average Da and real-time MAF (AvgDa) and blue represent 
SPAR calculated with average MAF and real-time Da (AvgMAF). 
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Fig 6. (a) The comparison between calculated NCCN based on kappa derived from bulk particle chemical 
compositions (NCCN_chem) and measured NCCN at SS of 0.05%. (b) The correlation between MAF and mass fraction 
of secondary aerosol (MFSA). (c) the comparison between calculated NCCN based on SPAR derived from real-time 
MFSA and average Da (NCCN_MF) and measured NCCN. The black dashed lines represent the relative deviation of 
30%. (d) the diurnal variations of the ratio between the calculated and measured NCCN during the whole campaign 
based on different methods (green: NCCN_chem; blue: NCCN based on SPAR derived from averaged MFSA and average 
Da; yellow: NCCN_MF). 
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Fig 7. (a) The comparison between calculated NCCN based on kappa derived from bulk GF at 200 nm (NCCN_GF) 
and measured NCCN at SS of 0.05%. (b) The correlation between MAF and number fraction of hygroscopic 
particles (NFhygro, GF>1.2). (c) The comparison between calculated NCCN based on SPAR derived from real-time 
NFhygro and average Da (NCCN_NF) and measured NCCN. The black dashed lines represent the relative deviation 
of 30%. (d) the diurnal variations of the ratio between the calculated and measured NCCN during the whole 
campaign based on different methods (green: NCCN_GF; blue: NCCN calculated based on SPAR derived from 
averaged NFhygro and average Da; yellow: NCCN_NF). 

 

4. Something is strange for me for Figure 5a. How can it be, that the ratio between the calculated and 
measured N_CCN is systematically below 1? I would expect using the partly or completely averaged 
SPAR (whichever trace I look at it), that the ratio is scattered around one, but not being always below 
(like in Figure 5b). For me, this could only happen if e.g. you have a systematic error in the fitting 
procedure, which always underestimate the measured SPAR, or something else. In my opinion 
something can not be correct here. Please explain me, if the data is correct, how that can be. 

Response: Thanks for your comment. In Fig. 5a shown in general comment 3 above, the calculated 
NCCN for AvgSPAR before and after 4th Dec are both on the basis of the averaged SPAR of this 
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campaign rather than the averaged SPAR before or after 4th, because the applicability of the campaign 
averaged SPAR on the NCCN calculation in the NCP was confirmed in many former study (Deng et 
al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2016). And the systematically low ratio between the calculated 
and measured NCCN are due to the generally higher SPAR during high RH period than the averaged 
SPAR during the campaign, as shown in the Fig. 5. During the low RH periods, SPAR are generally 
lower than the averaged SPAR of the campaign and the ratio between the calculated and measured 
NCCN are systematically higher (lasting for the whole night). In addition, it can be confirmed that 
there is no systematic error in the fitting procedure shown as the fitting curve in Fig. 5a. We have added 
the explanation into the second paragraph (discussing Fig. 5) as follow: 

“To be noted, NCCN_AvgSPAR before and after 4th Dec are both on the basis of the averaged SPAR of 
this campaign (green dots in Fig. 5a) rather than the averaged SPAR before or after 4th, because the 
applicability of the campaign averaged SPAR on the NCCN calculation in the NCP was confirmed in 
many former studies (Deng et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2016). During the low RH periods, 
SPAR are generally lower than the averaged SPAR of the campaign and the ratio between the 
calculated and measured NCCN are systematically higher (lasting for the whole night).” 

 

Detailed comments: 

1. Line72: “different with those” did you mean here different from those? 

Response: Yes, it should be “different from those” and we have revised it accordingly. 

 

2. Line 86: hydrophobic is a too strong expression here, I guess you mean non-hygroscopic 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised this sentence as “In general, the SA formation 
can increases the hygroscopicity of particles by adding chemical compounds with lower volatility and 
higher oxidation state…” 

 

3. Line 132: how far was the container form the building of the gas measurements? 

Response: The container was about 80 meters away from the building and there are no taller buildings 
between them that will block air flow. We have added this information into the manuscript. 

 

4. Line 139: you mention here the SS and the corrected SS of the CCNC, what is this correction? If it 
is simply the SS calibration, then you do not need to mention the wrong SS levels, just state the correct 
ones you determined based on the instrument calibration. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. It is the SS calibration and we have revised it accordingly. 
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5. Line 154-156: about the inversion and multiple charge correction of the scanning CCNC system: 
you mention that a multiple charge correction was done and show some references, where details about 
it can be found. However, I really had to search longer among those papers until I found a method in 
one of them. Since the main result what you show in this paper is the SPAR, to my opinion the method 
of inversion/multiple charge correction has to appear a bit more detailed in this paper. And as I 
understood from the method I found in one of the references (if I found the method you used here), a 
simple correction only taking the multiple charged particles into account was applied. The width of 
the DMA transfer function was neglected. Please at least speculate on it, how much error you introduce 
to your measurement with this assumption. 

Response: Thanks for your comments. In fact, the influence of DMA transfer function has been 
considered in our inversion method, which is the updated version of Deng et al. (2011) and similar to 
the inversion method of size distribution of black carbon in our recent study (Zhao et al., 2019). We 
have added the information about the inversion method into supplements as follow: 

“When the DMA is charged with a negative voltage, those aerosols with a small range of electrical 
mobility (ZP) can pass through the DMA. When the scan diameter is set as Dpi for the singly charged 
particles and the respective voltage of DMA is Vi (i = 1, 2, …, I ), aerosol particles with an electrical 
mobility of Zp,i (i = 1, 2, ..., I) can pass through the DMA and the observed NCCN by CCN counter can 
be expressed as: 

 （S1） 

where x is the scale parameter with the definition of x = log(Dpi); A(x) is the SPAR of a single particle 
for scale parameter x; and n(x) = dN/dlogDp is aerosol PNSD that is the multiple charging corrected 
results from the measured aerosol PNSD. We define the kernel function G(i,x), which is crucial to the 
algorithm, as: 

 （S2） 

where  is the probability of particles that are charged with v charges at the scale parameter 

of x (Wiedensohler, 1988). Transfer function  is the probability of particles that can pass 

through the DMA with v charges at the scale parameter x (Knutson and Whitby, 1975). In this study, 
the maximum value of u is 10. 

The multiple charging corrections can be expressed as computing the A(xi∗), in which xi∗ is the 
predetermined scale parameter from the DMA. To get the numerical integration results of Eq. (9), the 
range of the diameter is [xint,1，xint,J] and the diameter interval that is 1/50 of the measured diameter 
is used. For xint,1, its mobility is the 50% higher than the mobility of x1* with single charge. For xint,J, 
its mobility is the 50% higher than the mobility of xI* with ten charges. Thus, Eq. (S2) can be written 
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as: 

 （S3） 

where , xint,j is the jth (j=1, 2, ..., J) parameter that locates at the parameter xi and 

xi+1, and  is SPAR at scale parameter xint,j, which is expressed as the linear 

interpolation of the values at the measured diameters: 

 （S4） 

where Pi is the slope of the linear interpolation result of the five diameters that are nearest to the 
predetermined scale parameter xi. 

Then by considering 

 （S5） 

the equation (S3) can be rewritten as: 

 （S6） 

then 

 

 

 

 

 

 （S7） 

where the Dirac Function is: 
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thus 

 （S9） 

 （S10） 

by letting the 

 （S11） 

this equation is then expressed as 

 （S12） 

or 

 （S13） 

where S and A are I×1 vectors and Q is an I×I matrix. This matrix can be solved by using the non-
negative least square method. Finally, the A(x) can be determined and the corresponding size-resolved 
SPAR that is multiple charging corrected can be calculated.” 

 

6. Line 170 and 173: “under RH of 90%” please change under to at, under could be also understood 
as below. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

7. Line 179: you mention 4 dry sizes in Line 178 and then 6 sizes in this line. Which one is correct? 

Response: There are 4 dry size and it’s a typo in line179. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

8. Line 209: What function was used for the fit? 

Response: The GF-PDF was not fitted but derived from the measured GF distribution by the TDMAinv 
algorithm (Gysel et al., 2009). We have revised the description accordingly. 

 

9. Line 211: “(HGF?)” Typo? 

Response: Yes, it’s a typo and we have revised it accordingly. 
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10. Line 217: “(Da_hygro)” what is that? 

Response: Da_hygro is the critical diameter for particles with GF_hygro at a certain SS, and the 
Da_HGF is the critical diameter for particles with average GF. As GF_hygro is higher than the average 
GF, Da_hygro is smaller than Da_HGF. We have revised this sentence as “…, the hygroscopicity 
parameter κ and corresponding critical diameter (Dahygro) under a certain SS for particles with 
GF_hygro can be calculated. As GFhygro is higher than the average GF, Dahygro is smaller than DaHGF.”. 

 

11. Line 224: “dominate” change to dominant 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

12. Line 240: please change “reported in the same. . .” to “reported from the same. . .” 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

13. Line 243: what are the kappa values you used for the inorganics? The kappa theory is not a perfect 
parameterization of the water activity, and therefore it is not granted that a kappa you calculate from 
a HTDMA will be the same as what you get from a CCN measurement. For example, AS has a different 
kappa at supersaturation and at 90% RH. How did you take this into account? Please comment on it. 
And at what RH was the relationship for kappa_org determined in the mentioned study? 

Response: Thanks for your comment. We agree that the kappa theory is not perfect and kappa value 
may vary with RH conditions, even for inorganic compounds. And it’s very important to consider the 
RH conditions when using kappa values of chemical compounds. Numerous studies have focused on 
the performance of its applications on measurements under different RH conditions (e.g. Liu et al., 
2011; Wang et al., 2017). The kappa values for inorganics in Liu et al. (2014) are derived from 
ISORROPIA II (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007) under sub-saturated conditions. However, the 
enhancement of kappa values under super-saturated should be considered in this study, especially for 
sulfate, and we have been revised to kappa values under super-saturated conditions as follow (Petters 
et al., 2007): 

Species NH4NO3 NH4HSO4 (NH4)2SO4 NH4Cl 

k 0.67 0.7 0.61 0.93 

As the mass fraction of sulfate ions during the campaign were generally lower than 20%, the difference 
of kappa values was generally within 0.02. As for kappa_org, it was determined by the measurement 
of humidified nephelometer at RH of 85% in Kuang et al., (2020), due to the lack of kappa_org 
measured under super-saturated conditions. In addition, in this study, we focus on the variations of 
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kappa values on NCCN calculation derived from different measurement during the SA formation 
events, rather than a closure of kappa values which will be addressed in an upcoming study. And as for 
the NCCN calculation, after revised the kappa value of inorganic compounds, there was still large 
deviation of calculated NCCN from measured NCCN. We have revised the NCCN calculated based 
on particle chemical compositions in Fig. 6 and added a paragraph about these descriptions in the end 
of section 2.2.3 as follow: 

“It should be noted that the κ-Köhler theory is not perfect, even for inorganic compounds. 

Numerous studies have been focusing on the performance of its application on measurements under 

different RH conditions (Liu et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2017). And κorg used in this study was determined 

by the measurement of humidified nephelometer at RH of 85% in Kuang et al., (2020), due to the lack 

of κorg measured under super-saturated conditions. In this study, we focus on the variations of κ values 

derived from HTDMA and CCN measurement during the SA formation events, rather than the closure 

between κ values derived using different techniques, which will be addressed in an upcoming study.” 

 

14. Line 248: it is not generally parameterized, often but for sure not generally, please correct  

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

15. Line 249: change hydrophobic to non-hygroscopic, or what kind of hydrophobic particles do you 
mean? I am not aware of any kind of atmospheric aerosols that are hydrophobic. To my knowledge 
non-hygroscopic (kappa=0) aerosol particles activate like a completely non-soluble but wettable 
surface according to the Kelvin-effect. Hydrophobic particles activate at even worse than those, so at 
a higher SS. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. Here we were referring to particles with kappa lower than 0.1, 
which were thought to be linked with POA in this study. We fully agreed and have revised it throughout 
the manuscript accordingly. 

 

16. Next to that, a CCNC can theoretically measure non-hygroscopic activation at any SS, you simply 
need to get to a high enough particle diameter. So please change the sentence accordingly mentioning, 
that your used setup, which only goes up to 300nm, was not able to capture the activation.  

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised this sentence as “This parameterization 
assumes aerosols to be an external mixture of apparently hygroscopic particles that can act as CCN 
and non-hygroscopic particles that cannot be measured by CCNC within the measured particle size 
range below 400 nm (Rose et al., 2010).” 
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17. Next to it, at your highest SS of 0.8%, non-hygroscopic particles (kappa=0) that have larger dry 
diameter than 270nm already activate. So, at your highest SS and diameter of 300 nm you should 
activate the non-hygroscopic particles as well and get an MAF of 1 (assuming now a very narrow 
DMA transfer function which might not be the case) independent on the fraction of the non- 
hygroscopic particles.  

Response: Thanks for your comment. For SPAR at SS of 0.8%, it should be 1 at diameter of 300nm. 
However, a MAF of 1 may lead to an overestimation of the number fraction of hygroscopic particles 
due to significant difference between SPAR curves and the sigmoidal fitting curves. In our former 
study on SPAR fitting in the NCP, we found that a fitting parameterization with the combination of 
two sigmodal fitting curves was needed for SPAR fitting at SSs higher than 0.4% (Tao et al., 2020). 
However, in this study, we focus on SA formation occurring mainly on accumulation mode particles. 
Thus at SSs lower than 0.2%, where the non-hygroscopic particles at particle size of 300nm can be 
CCN-inactive and the fitting of only one sigmodal curves is applied on SPAR curves. The variations 
of SPAR were prominent in the particle size range smaller than 400 nm rather than larger particle size. 
And the MAF fitted in this particle size range characterized number fraction of particle with kappa 
value larger than 0.1 and can be used to indicate the variations of SPAR focused in this study. In 
addition, due to the very low NCCN in particle size larger than 300 nm, the deviations of NCCN due 
to the limited range of measured particle size is also very small. We have added a paragraph about 
these description in the end of section 2.2.4 as follow: 

“For SPAR at SS of 0.8%, MAF should be 1 at 400 nm diameter. However, a MAF of 1 in this 
case can lead to overestimations of hygroscopic particle number fraction due to the significant 
difference between SPAR curves and sigmodal fitting curves. In the former study on SPAR fitting 
curves in the NCP, it was found that a fitting parameterization with the combination of two sigmodal 
fitting curves was needed for SPAR fitting at SSs higher than 0.4% (Tao et al., 2020). However, in this 
study, we investigate SA formation on accumulation mode particles and particle CCN activity at SSs 
below 0.1%, under which condition non-hygroscopic particles smaller than 400 nm are typically CCN-
inactive. The MAF fitted in the particle size range below 400 nm was used to indicate the variations 
of SPAR that was of the main focus here in this work. In addition, due to the very low NCCN in particle 
size ranges larger than 400 nm, the deviations of NCCN due to the limited range of measured particle 
size is also very small.” 

 

16. Line 254: “can represents” do you mean here can represent or represents? The later would not be 
true, if you have a hygroscopic fraction of the aerosols with not a single kappa but a broader kappa 
distribution. Please include a discussion on this here. 

Response: Thanks for your comments. In our recent study, based on the investigation of the 
covariations between SPAR curves and parameterized kappa distribution, it was found that the MAF 
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can be used to estimate the number fraction of hygroscopic (thus CCN-active) particles at particle size 
around Da, for kappa distribution of ambient aerosol particles (Jiang et al., 2021). We have revised this 
sentence as follow: 

“MAF is the asymptote of the measured SPAR curve at large particle sizes. Da is the midpoint 
activation diameter …. the heterogeneity of CCN hygroscopicity. As reported by Jiang et al. (2021), 
based on the investigation of the covariations between SPAR curves and parameterized hygroscopicity 
distribution, it was found that the MAF can be used to estimate the number fraction of hygroscopic 
(thus CCN-active) particles, for aerosol hygroscopicity distributions generally observed in ambient 
atmosphere, and thus half MAF can be used represent the number fraction of CCNs to total particles 
at particle size around Da” 

 

15. Line 255: sigma of the error function: does not only include the heterogeneity of the hygroscopicity 
but also the transfer function of your measurement system, mainly the DMA transfer function. 

Response: Thanks for your comments. As shown in the response to the Detailed comment 3, the 
influence of transfer function has been considered, thus will not affects the values of sigma here. 

 

16. Line 257: see my previous comments on “hydrophobic”. Kappa<0.1 is not even non-hygroscopic. 
It would be something like a particle consisting of approx. 17% of AS and 83% of BC. One definitely 
cannot call this hydrophobic. 

Response: Thanks for your comments. Here we are referring to particles with k less than 0.1 and we 
have revised “nearly hydrophobic particles” to “particles whose k is less than 0.1”. 

 

17. Line 266: change “is” to “was” 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

18. Line 290: you show the CCN activation ratio/fraction not activity  

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised “CCN activity” to “SPAR” here. 

 

19. Section 3.2: From figure 1 it looks like, that you have a strong diurnal variation of the CCN activity 
almost every day. Somehow you only show the results of the few selected events. Please show at least 
an average (and the variation) of all the days for the data you show in Figure 2. And discuss them. It 
would be also nice to show the diurnal variation of the number size distribution as well. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have added the average diurnal variations of SPAR (Figs. 
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2(1b) and (2b) and PNSD in supplement as shown above (Figs. 2(1a) to (6a))and the corresponding 
discussion into the first paragraph of section 3.2 as mentioned in general comment 1.  

 

19. Line 301: please correct “hydrophobic” 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We revised it accordingly. 

 

20. Figure 3a: please include the standard deviation of the averages for the SPAR curves as error bars 
or shading 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised Fig. 3a accordingly as shown above. 

 

21. Figure 3b-c: what are the error bars? The error of the fits, or the standard deviations of the 
calculated averages, or something else? 

Response: The error bars are the standard deviations of the calculated averages and we have added the 
description into the caption of Fig. 3b-c. 

 

22. Line 327-329: I do not understand this sentence 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. The discussion here is not necessary and may lead to confusion, 
thus has been removed.  

 

23. Line 331-33: I do not understand either 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. As mentioned above, the discussion here is not necessary and 
may lead to confusion, thus have been removed.  

 

24. Line 348: “to can be expected” typo 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion and we have deleted “to”. 

 

25. Figure 4b: showing the number of aerosol particles instead of the volume would be much useful, 
the CCN activity is also measured by the number and not by the volume 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. The variations of aerosol number concentration shown in Fig. 
S3 in the supplement have been moved into Fig. 4 and the variations of aerosol volume concentration 
were kept in Fig.4 to link the variations of SA mass concentration and NCCN. 
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26. Line 399-402: Sentence too long, please start a new sentence after “respectively” and reformulate 
if, it is hardly understandable. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We revised this sentence as “However, for a unit amount of SA 
formation, the increase of NCCN was stronger under low RH conditions and weaker under high RH 
conditions.” 

 

27. Line 411: change please “was” to “is” 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

28. Line 420: do you mean “is calculated based on. . .”? 

Response: No. But this sentence may be confusing and we have revised it as “The ratio between NCCN 
calculated based on campaign averaged SPAR (NCCN_cal) to measured NCCN (NCCN_meas) before and 
after 4th Dec are shown in Fig. 5. SPAR is determined by the variation of Da and MAF, which reflect 
changes in hygroscopicity and number fraction of hygroscopic particles.”. 

 

29. Line 420: CCN activity is not a quantity, somehow you use that through the whole paper as it was. 
Please correct it everywhere. What do you mean by it here? The SPAR? Or some kind of N_CCN? How 
is the N_CCN_cal exatly defined? Or is that the calculated N_CCN? Please rewrite this whole sentence 
and explain how you exactly calculated the CCN prediction. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion and we have corrected the use of “CCN activity” throughout 
the manuscript. It referred to as the SPAR here and we have revised this sentence as mentioned in the 
previous comment. 

 

30. Line 426: “as to” -> “to as” 

Response: Thanks. We have revised it accordingly. 

 

31. Line 439-442: For me it would be strange if using a completely different instrument for a kappa 
measurement from bulk chemistry assuming internally mixed aerosols would improve the N_CCN 
prediction compared to the prediction based on the averaged SPAR. Please do not introduce this 
prediction method as an improvement. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion and we have revised this description as “provide calculation of 
NCCN combining with PNSD measurement with smaller deviations”. 
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32. Line 440: please include the exact definition of the number fraction of hygroscopic particles! 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. The number fraction of hygroscopic particles is defined in the 
equation (3) in section 2.2.2, and we have revised it as “Number Fraction of hygroscopic particles 
(GF(90%, 200nm)>1.22, NFhygro)”. 

 

33. Line 453: calling Rˆ2=0.59 a “strong correlation” is maybe a little bit too strong. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion and we have revised “strong correlation” to “positive 
correlation”. 

 

34. Figure 6: Please show the calculated vs. measured N_CCN for the methods you used for Figure 5 
as well to have a comparison. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have added the diurnal variations of the ratios between the 
calculated and measured N_CCN into Fig. 6 as shown in general comment 3 above, and the 
corresponding discussions into the manuscript as: “Additionally, the diurnal variations of 
NCCN_cal/NCCN_meas ratio based on different methods of NCCN calculation during the whole campaign 
were shown in Fig. 6(d). It can be found that by considering the real-time MFSA, the deviation of 
calculated NCCN (Real-time MF in Fig. 6d) can be reduced throughout the day, compared with 
NCCN_Chem (Real-time Chem in Fig. 6d). Meanwhile, if an averaged MFSA is used to estimate SPAR and 
NCCN, the deviations of calculated NCCN (Averaged MF in Fig. 6d) can be reduced as well, but 
demonstrated a much stronger diurnal variations than the deviation of NCCN_MF.” 

We have also revised Fig. 7 in a similar way and added the corresponding discussions as “The 
diurnal variations of the NCCN_cal/NCCN_meas ratio based on different methods of NCCN calculation during 
the whole campaign were shown in Fig. 7(d). It can be found that by considering the real-time NFhygro, 
the deviation of NCCN_NF (Real-time NF in Fig. 7d) can be reduced mainly during nighttime, compared 
with NCCN_GF (Real-time GF in Fig. 7d). Meanwhile, if an averaged NFhygro is used to estimate SPAR 
and NCCN, the deviations of calculated NCCN (Averaged NF in Fig. 7d) can be reduced during nighttime 
as well, but demonstrated a much stronger diurnal variations than the deviation of NCCN_NF.”. 

 

35. Line 459-472: you could not only use the bulk HTDMA hygroscopicity but the complete GF-PDF 
for the N_CCN estimation considering the mixing state of the aerosols as well. For sure, that would 
improve the calculation as well. 

Response: Thanks for your suggestion. We have calculated NCCN based on GF-PDF at 200nm by 
assuming constant GF-PDF in all particle size range and compared with measured NCCN in Fig S5 
shown below. This simplified method to deal with GF-PDF is mainly to due to limited measured 
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particle sizes of HTDMA, but still applicable for NCCN calculation because CCN at SS of 0.05% 
mainly distribute in particle size range from 200nm to 300nm, where the difference between GF-PDF 
at 200nm and 250nm was generally small, as shown in Figs. 2 and S2. In addition, as Fig. S5 shown, 
the calculated NCCN based on GF-PDF agree well with measured NCCN as the mixing state of aerosol 
is considered and also support our results that the mixing state of aerosol is important for NCCN 
calculation. In addition, compared with GF-PDF, calculation with NF_hygro is much easier in 
application, thus is focused in study.  

 

Fig. S4. Comparison between the calculated NCCN based on GF-PDF and the measured NCCN. 

We have added this figure into the supplements and added the discussion about GF-PDF into the 
manuscript as follow: 

“If GF-PDF were directly used to calculate NCCN, NCCN_cal would agree well with measured NCCN 
(Fig. S5), because in this way the mixing state of aerosol would have been accounted for. However, 
compared to the approach using GF-PDF, NFhygro is easier to apply in NCCN calculation and can yield 
similar accuracies.” 

 

36. Line 473-478: If you want to show the importance of the changing MAF in the N_CCN prediction 
then you do not need all these calculations using the HTDMA and the AMS and the MAF prediction 
based on a whatever measured parameter of these instruments. Just simply show the calculated 
N_CCN (averaged MAF) vs the measured N_CCN (MAF as it was measued) as you calculated for the 
orange line in Figure 5. And as it looks like from Figure 5 you would not have an average error higher 
than 10% using the averaged MAF, so I am really not convinced about your summary statement. It 
might be important to take an average MAF different from 1 into account, but most probably not its 
time variation. 

Response: Thanks for your comment. It’s true that by considering an averaged MAF a good prediction 
of NCCN can still be achieved. However, in practice, the time-dependent MAF from measurement of 
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either HTDMA or AMS are needed to obtain an averaged MAF. In addition, as shown in the corrected 
Fig. 5 shown above, the deviations of calculated NCCN based on the averaged MAF can be large under 
low RH conditions, and the use of time-dependent MAF can eliminate these deviations. Thus, in this 
study, the averaged MAF is not discussed and the application of the time-dependent MAF is 
highlighted. We have added these discussion into the manuscript as follow: 

“Although a good prediction of NCCN was achieved by applying an averaged MAF (Figs. 5, 6d and 7d), 
in practice, this would still require CCN measurements or HTDMA/chemical composition  
measurements as proxies. Additionally, deviations of NCCN_cal based on the averaged MAF can be large 
under low RH conditions (Fig. 5c), while time-dependent MAF can eliminate a great part of these 
deviations. Thus, by replacing MAF with real-time MFSA or NFhygro when deriving SPAR curve, the 
calculation of NCCN can be significantly improved.” 
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